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The Story of Z
A Thriving Family Honey Business
By M.E.A. McNeil

Everyone’s story twists and turns; the trick is to create a path that satisfies. Ishai Zeldner’s path has
happily arrived at a warehouse full of honey, and the compass that guided him there has been a gift of generations before him: call it adaptability. In short, he created Z Specialty Food from a synthesis of his jones for
star thistle honey and a knack for marketing bison. The result is a thriving business that surrounds him with
family and products of the bees – all his loves.
On a typical day at Z, in Woodland, California, the warehouse is a purposeful bustle with a hive mentality – employees Daniel Rackett pasting labels designating light amber wildflower on gallon buckets for a
baker, J.P. Marcelino De La Paz humming along on a forklift carrying honey drums to the warming room –
guys “like family”, according to Zeldner, who fills in where he is needed. Amina Harris, Zeldner’s wife, is
working in the adjoining office with their son Josh, who pops into the warehouse to prepare a shipment. The
recycled packing material he uses is evidence of a company commitment to sustainability that comes with
choosing a natural product: 90% of packaging is reused, they generate less trash than a house, and they ride
bikes to work.
Josh and his sister Shoshana, who works trade shows, are fifth generation food merchants. This day,
Josh wears a tee shirt with a buffalo graphic that could
be read as a pictograph of the family history in a couple
of ways: his parents’ hometown is Buffalo, New York,
and bison is a product that informed the work they now
share.
In a way, the genesis of Z was with the adaptability of Zeldner’s great grandparents, who fled the oppression of czarist Russia in the 1860s where they were
forbidden to own land. They started a grocery store first
in East London and then in America, “die goldene medina” -- the golden country -- in 1910, when his grandmother was a teenager. In Buffalo, the family grocery
store evolved with the neighborhood -- from Jewish
before World War II to black. His father, said Zeldner,
“began to cater to the new tastes: first raccoon and possum and later any kind of wild game that was legal. Bi-
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son, elk, moose, or bear -- we bought and sold game meat from all over the country. We had everything, even
whale meat until 1964. We also sold soul food we imported from the South. I didn't know it at the time, but it
became a basis for this business.”
To that business acumen, add a dash of wonder. A young man’s wanderlust landed the young Zeldner,
who had just graduated from the University of Buffalo, on an Israeli kibbuz called Beit Hashita. As it happened, he was asked by the beekeeper to help move some bees, and he was swept into the heady experience of
loading a buzzing truck. “It was a remarkable night driving from the kibbutz, which is in the Jezreel Valley in
the north of Israel,” he said. “I'll never forget it, driving up the road to Nazareth – a long series of switchbacks.
I remember Nazareth opening up before us; it looked like a bowl of stars.” Then, with beekeeper Yusuf
Gidron, he turned to working the bees full time. “I didn't know much. I had an opportunity to learn beekeeping
from one of the top, if not the top beekeeper in Israel.”
Zeldner learned the craft over various return trips from 1969 to 77. During the Arab-Israeli War in
1974, “all the men went to war and the high school kids ran the kibbutz. It was pretty impressive. I got to do
things I had never done before -- like plowing from midnight to 8 am.” When the bee truck was needed at the
front, he rigged a cart to a tractor to move colonies. That kibbutz had the highest concentration of losses from
the war, and Zeldner remembers caring for the bees of a neighboring beekeeper who was killed.
This flexible division of kibbutz labor may have piqued the interest of the young Gene Robinson, another volunteer in the apiary, now a professor at the University of Illinois researching the social behavior of
honey bees. “We both started as smoker boys. I was there for his first sting,” said Zeldner, with amusement,
since he says of his own continued devotion, “I was stung”.
During his last year working in Israel, 1977, he was a government bee inspector, traveling the country.
The major problem during
those years was American
foulbrood, and he recalls the
burning of piles of frames
and laborious scorching of
boxes.
Because they have similar
Mediterranean climates, beekeeping in Israel was modeled after California, where
Zeldner subsequently went
to further his training. He
worked for Clarence Wenner, a respected queen breeder in Northern California,
who was also mentoring Sue
Cobey and Tim Lawrence,
now at the University of
Washington.
Isahi Zeldner learned beekeeping as a kibbutznik in Israel, Photo courtesy of Ishai Zeldner

After five years of beekeeping experience, Zeldner decided to widen his education under Harry
Laidlaw at UC Davis, where he studied for two years. During that time, he returned often to visit the Wenners.
“I fell in love with yellow star thistle honey and would bring some back with me. I ended up giving away more
than I could afford, so I decided to start a business. I bought some canning jars and drove up to the Wenners
and bottled it. I developed about a half dozen accounts -- mostly in Davis. We still sell to the Davis Food Coop and Nugget Market, a local chain. I was sure I would be selling truckloads of honey within a year.”
“We still aren't selling truckloads,” said Amina Harris, who has known her husband since grammar
school in Buffalo. She had become intrigued with cooking with honey when they met at mutual friends’ wedding, and their paths converged.
“Well,” laughed Zeldner, “We sold one.” Z does not sell to the mass market, although they have clients
in Singapore, Japan, and China – where, they have learned, people distrust the Chinese product. “We keep everything in stock in minimal quantities because 80% of our customers are small. Then we can ship to them immediately within a day or two of receiving the order…We also sell to quite a few local beekeepers who need to
fill in from their own crops to maintain their markets.”
In 1979, when he started, “The gourmet shops I saw all carried imported honey. There was no one really marketing U.S. honey,” he said. Wenner had some other honeys, and “a beautiful sweet clover honey from
the High Plains” brought back by migratory beekeepers. “I believe that we were the first people to start selling
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varietal honeys and the quality of the honey. We like to see ourselves as the leader in that. Now it is pretty
common.”
Their sources and varietals have grown in number over the years. “Before the internet, it was get on the
phone, talk to a beekeeper, call the associations -- the same way we used to track down wild game. It was a lot
more legwork in the days before the National Honey Board Honey Locator. Now we buy honey between Hawaii and Florida. We get comb honey from Idaho. We get pollen from Colorado and a couple of other places.
We buy from migratory beekeepers like Ray Oliverez and Dennis Lohman, once they have finished selling in
the Midwest, where prices are higher. We have been working with some of our suppliers for 25 or 30 years. I
buy all our honey over the phone or by handshake -- by trust, a lot of trust.” said Zeldner. “Last week someone
was trying to sell me several containers of Chinese honey for something like $.70 a pound. I'm glad we made
the decision 33 years ago to stay away from imported honey, so it’s not an issue for us.”
The family has developed a keen enough ability to discern varietal characteristics that they don’t need
to test for floral source. “When we taste the honey we can tell what flowers are in it predominantly,” said Harris. “You can really taste the differences, and over the years we have all learned the major characteristics. Yellow star thistle has a specific candy flavor, a very different flavor from any other honey; it always has a color
that's a little bit green. If I was going to have candy made that tasted like honey, this would be my flavor.
There are different scents: orange blossom has a scent of orange flowers. Flavorwise, the most complex honey
that we have is lehua honey from Hawaii. It is unique, a tropical honey that comes from the ohia blossom -different from anything else we have tasted.”
Honeys that pass their highest standard for color, bouquet and flavor make up their Gourmet Honey
Collection, bottled under Moon Shine Trading
Company, and labeled with a picture of the flower. This design originated with the family and
has been widely copied. Those that make the cut
are: light Northwestern Fireweed from the Cascade Mountains of the Pacific Northwest; High
Plains Sweet Clover from the Mid-West, noted
for a cinnamon flavor; amber Christmasberry
with a butterscotch taste; Eucalyptus; light, mild,
non-granulating Black Button Sage from the
Southern California coast; Florida certified
White Tupelo collected along the Apalachicola
River in northwest Florida, also non-granulating;
Southwestern Desert Garden,
mostly from mesquite with catclaw and other
spring blooms of the American Southwest; Oregon Blackberry; California Yellow Star Thistle;
Southern California Orange Blossom, Hawaiian
Lehua.
Z sells a second line of honey, Island of
the Moon, a more competitive grocery line: Al-

falfa, Sage, Orange, Clover, and Wildflower. It might include, for example, a darker orange blossom honey,
but it is still eligible for the varietal name. “The legal definition is too loose as far as I'm concerned," said
Zeldner. “As long as the predominant percentage is the varietal you are naming you can call it that. In other
words, you can have five kinds of honey, and if the orange blossom is 21%, you can call it orange. We don't do
that.”
“We don’t blend our honeys,” said Harris. “It's more expensive than it would be if we even did a little
bit of blending.” She added that regulations on blending may become more restrictive in the future.
Some honeys are sold by Z in bulk, like blackberry, raspberry, and meadowfoam, a flower that grows
mostly in southern Oregon, which looks like a meadow of foam with a flavor like marshmallow or vanilla.
They also sell creamed honeys, comb honey in Ross Rounds, propolis, royal jelly, and four kinds of pollen –
some of which comes from elevations above industrial agriculture. In honey straws, Z packs twenty-five drums
of nine varietals per year. Chunk comb in honey comes from Zeldner’s own hives.
Honey is important to the Jewish New
Year, Rosh Hashana, and Z is certified kosher to
supply it. “Ironically,” he said, “We run into
competition with Israeli honey. A few years ago
the government opened regulations to allow
packers in Israel to import foreign honey from
eight or nine select countries for a window of
three months. So some of the honey coming out
of Israel may not be Israeli honey.”
As for the growing market for organic
honey, Zeldner is skeptical: “We are offered organic honey from questionable sources – from
China, from the Himalayas, from Nepal. How do
you know it's actually organic unless you are going to test every drum?”
Josh Zeldner packs honey for shipment at his family’s warehouse.
On another popular notion, he said,
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“When I first started, I occasionally heard the
idea of using local honey for allergies, and over the years it started ramping up. It became once or twice a
month, and now it is almost daily. There is science to show that it doesn't work.” The reason he pointed out, is
that allergies are mainly to wind-carried, not forager-carried pollens. He believes, though, that natural honey is
beneficial to health independent of where it comes from.

“The darker the honey the higher the antioxidants in most cases,” said Harris." Examples they cited are
cultivated buckwheat, which is dark and rich with a high mineral content, and eucalyptus, which also has a
high mineral content.
“We are diversifying. We were in Winters for 18 years, which is a center for almonds and apricots.
Those are the first two things that we added, an almond butter and a honey fruit spread made from apricots and
honey, that's all it is. And then we created small product lines around those,” Zeldner said. They include six
different kinds of nuts in honey -- almonds, cashews, walnuts, pecans, filberts, and macadamia nuts – as well
as a chocolate nut spread. They also sell a salsa-like condiment called cowboy caviar. “It's hard to make a liv-

ing just selling honey,” he said, “That's why we branched
out to other products. We recognized early on that honey
consumption was somewhere between a half pound to a
pound per person per year.”
“We are becoming more of a one-stop shop,” said Josh
Zeldner.
Z is housed in a 4000 square foot office and warehouse, coincidentally in the same building with Mann
Lake, a beekeeping supply house. Big rolling doors open to
a space full to the high ceiling with honey drums holding
varietals from all over the country. “We do five to ten
drums per week,” said Zeldner.
From the storage racks, designed by Josh Zeldner,
drums are moved to a small warming room. The temperature is kept at a constant 120°, and air is circulated by a
large fan. “The best way to liquefy honey is with hot water,
and the second best is with hot air,” said Zeldner pere.
“Most of the honey in America has been overheated and
over filtered,” said Harris. The enzymes and the pollens
have been removed from it so that it stays perfectly clear on
the shelf. Without pollen it's not really honey…There is
something in the pollen that seems to help us.”
Amina Harris with an award received by Z for honey.
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“It is heated to 160°, which kills the enzymes, and they put
it through micro filters, usually diatomaceous earth that
removes the pollen, added Zeldner. “Our honey is filtered, but it is not put through micro filters or diatomaceous earth. We pump directly from the warming room.” A small door in a common wall accommodates the
pump hose that fills three stainless steel spigoted tanks. “It's a simple operation as you can see.”
“We are not very big, but we have had a lot of impact,” said Harris. The National Honey Board has recognized Z’s Honey Apricot Spread as Best Honey Containing Product. Another award for their line came from
the National Association of the Specialty Food Trade, and theirs was named Best Clover Honey in the USA by
Food & Wine Magazine.
“The trick is, what is the level of creativity, what is the level of knowledge that keeps us ahead?” said
Harris.
“When nature doesn't cooperate, like it's not cooperating this year, it gets harder. It's too dry,” said
Zeldner.
“The prices are going to be higher everywhere,” she added. “We are cutting out some products, like
some of the nut butters; getting good quality nuts is expensive. There is a lot left to do. People who buy from
us are constantly looking for new varietals, and this year we are adding new ones.” They are finding sources
for blueberry, basswood, and cultivated buckwheat. They have new clients -- beer companies and meaderies,
and restaurants now order comb honey for a current vogue in cheese and fruit platters.

